
helium  similar t o  lambda  transition  in  other  sub- 
stances,  and  does liquid  helium  present  an  idealized 
experimental  model  for all lambda  transitions? At 
first glance  one might think  that  liquid  helium 
doesn’t. I would,  however,  like t o  point out a  sense 
in  which  liquid  helium  does  present  such a model; 
a  sense  that  has  been  emphasized by Buckingham in 
private  discussions. 

When  one  goes  from  the  normal  liquid t o  the 
superfluid in  liquid  helium, one gets  a  change  from  a 
normal  system t o  something  which is suddenly 
ordered  throughout  the whole container. I n  this 
particular  case, i t  is an  ordering in the  superfluid. 
The  superfluid  atom  in  one  part of the  container 
knows  what  is  happening t o  the  superfluid  atom in a 
different  part of the  container,  and how long  that 
order  is  depends  only  on  the  size of the  container. 
One  can  disturb  the  system without  destroying  this 
order  throughout  the  entire  system  provided  the 
disturbances,  for  example  rotational  speeds,  become 
smaller  and  smaller  as  the  size of the  system 
becomes  larger  and  larger. 

In  the case of superconductors  one  has a quan- 
tized  magnetic flux over  supposedly  the  distance of 
the  length of the wire in superconducting  magnets 
that  may  be  thousands of feet  long. The length 
of  the  ordering  depends only o n  the  size of the  super- 
conducting  loop  and  especially in the  case of super- 
conductors,  exists in the  presence of large  quantities 
of impurities. Now there is different  kind of order 
parameter in superconductors  and  that  is  the  length 
of the  correlation  between  electrons in a  pair.  This 
is only lO-4 cm,  but  the two electrons in a pair  have 
equal  and  opposite  momentum.  The  momentum of 
each pair is zero  and  therefore  every  pair  throughout 
the whole superconductor  has  the  same  zero 
momentum.  Thus  there  is  a  long-range  order in 
momentum  throughout  the  entire  superconductor 
even  though  each  pair is paired  over l O - 4  cm. 

One doesn’t  have  this  momentum  ordering in any 
other  kinds of transition  besides  superconductors 
and  liquid  helium.  But on the  other  hand,  as  Buck- 
ingham  is  going  to point out  at  the  end of the  morn- 
ing,  one  has a transition  from a state  where  ordering 
exists  within a small  cluster in a particular  part of 
a container,  to a system  where  one  has  suddenly, 
for  example in a  liquid  gas  transition,  order  through- 

out the  entire  container.  Part of the  atoms  have 
one  special  density  and  they  are all together in the. 
container,  and  all  the  rest of the  atoms  have a dif- 
ferent  density.  This  sudden  transition  is  to a state 
of order  which  depends  only  on  the  size of the 
container. 

I want  to  close  with  this  question. Is the  lambda 
transition in  liquid  helium,  except  for  the  fact  that 
one  has a lambda  line,  an  exact  model  for  other 
transitions  when  long-range  correlations  are not 
cutoff in  other  experiment  systems  or  theoretical 
models? 
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The  Specific Heat of He3 and He4 in 
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Introduction 

Recently  Bagatskii, Voronel’, and Gusak [l] 
showed  that  the  specific  heat at constant  volume 
of argon  exhibited  what  appears  to  be a logarith- 
mic singularity  at  the  critical  temperature (T,) for 
measurements  taken  at a density  near  the  critical 
density. This  singular  behavior  is in sharp  con- 
trast  to  the  predictions of the  traditional view of 
this phase  transition by Landau  and  Lifshitz [2]. 
However,  the  behavior is precisely  that  to  be  ex- 
pected  for  the  so-called  “lattice  gas”  model  for 
the  liquid-gas  transition. Lee and  Yang 131 have 
shown  that  the  partition  function of a classical 
gas of particles  moving  on a discrete  lattice with 
a  repulsive  force  preventing  double  occupancy of 
any site,  and  a  nearest  neighbor  attraction  can 
be mapped  precisely  onto  the  partition  function of 
an Ising  model of a  spin  system in  an  external  mag- 
netic  field. The specific  heat  for  this  Ising  model 
in zero field exhibits  a  logarithmic  singularity  at 
the  Curie  point.  The  specific  heat for the  corre- 
sponding  lattice  gas  on  the  critical  isochore  exhibits 
a  logarithmic  singularity at the  critical  point. 
The measurements on  argon  then  indicate  that 
for a real gas  the  specific  heat  behaves in a  similar 
manner to that of a lattice  gas. We have  investi- 
gated  this point further by studying  the  specific 
heat at  constant  volume (Cl.) of both  He3  and He4 
at densities  close  to  the  critical  density. We 
have done  this  for two  main  reasons.  Firstly,  to 
see  whether  the  behavior  observed  for  argon is 
also observed  for  helium,  for  which  quantum  effects 
should be important,  and  secondly,  to  investigate 
the  detailed  nature of the singularity  in the  pres- 
sure-density  plane, not  only on the  critical  density, 
but  also  in  its  immediate  neighborhood.  Yang 
and  Yang [4] have conjectured  that  the  quantum 
effects  would reduce  the  magnitude of the  singular 
contribution  to the  specific  heat in helium.  Our 
results  confirm  this view. 
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Experimental Procedure 

There  are  several  practical  advantages t o  using 
helium  rather  than  another  noble  gas  for C,. meas- 
urements  near  the  critical  point.  The low heat 
capacity of metals at liquid  helium temperature 
permits  one to use  a  massive  calorimeter of large 
surface  to  volume  ratio.  Thus  the  path  for  heat 
transfer  through  the  helium  may  be  kept  short. 
In  addition,  more  nearly  adiabatic  conditions  and 
high resolution  thermometry  are  most  easily  at- 
tained  at  liquid  helium  temperatures. 

Our  calorimeter  was built of two OFHC copper 
parts.  The  helium  was  contained in the  lower 
part  in  50  slots.  Each slot was 0.01 cm wide t o  
facilitate good thermal  contact  between  the  calorim- 
eter  and  the helium. The  slots  were  made only 
0.3 cm  deep in an effort  to  minimize possible  gravi- 
tational  effects.  [In  contrast a thin  stainless steel 
shell 10 cm high and 4 cm in diameter  containing 
a  magnetic  stirrer  was  used  for  the work on  argon 
[ I ,  51. This  construction  was  necessary t o  obtain 
a low ratio of heat  capacity of the  calorimeter  to 
its  contents while maintaining  constant  volume  at 
the high critical  pressure of argon.] The  lower  part 
of our  calorimeter was wound  with  a  constantan 
heater  and  had  a  carbon  resistor  clamped  and 
cemented to  it. The  calorimeter  was  supported  on 
nylon threads in an  evacuated  chamber.  Thermal 
contact  to  the  bath  was  made with a  mechanical 
heat  switch. A stainless  steel filling capillary 
5 in. in length  and 0.006  in. I.D. led  from  the  calorim- 
eter  to  a  needle valve. The dead volume  was 
about ‘/z  percent of the total  volume of the  calorim- 
eter.  The  helium  was  admitted  to  the  calorim- 
eter via a  Toeppler  pump  which  was  used t o  
measure  the volume of gas to an  accuracy of about 
0.2 percent. 

One of the  precautions taken was t h t .  measure- 
ment of the  stray  heat  input t o  the  calorimeter 
before  and  after  each  data  point.  The  approach 
t o  temperature  equilibrium of the  calorimeter was 
observed  after  each  heating  interval. As T,. was 
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approached,  the  equilibrium  time  increased from 
a few seconds to several  minutes  and  became  one 
of the  limiting  factors in this  measurement. 

A 1/10 W Ohmite  carbon  resistor of nominal  re- 
sistance 560 f l  was used  as  a  secondary  thermom- 
eter. Its resistance was measured with a 100 c/s 
bridge  using  a  lock-in  amplifier. Temperature 
changes of about 2 x 1O-6 O K  at 5.2 O K  and 1 X 1O-6 
O K  at 3.3 O K  could  be  observed. At the  end of a 
run  exchange  gas was admitted to the  vacuum 
space  and  the  resistor was calibrated  against  the 
vapor  pressure of the  He4  bath  using  the Tsn 
scale  either from 4.2 to  2.9 O K  or  from  5.15 t o  4.2 O K  

depending on whether He:' (T ,=3 .3  O K )  or  He4 
(T ,=5 .2  O K )  was being  studied. A smooth  resist- 
ance-temperature  relation was  fitted.  Hence 
relative  specific  heat  measurements  near  the 
critical  points  are not sensitive to errors  either 
in the  calibration  or in the  vapor  pressure-tempera- 
ture  scale  near T,. Calibration  was  always  done 
as  the  bath  temperature was reduced. A hydro- 
static  head  correction was made. All residuals 
were  less  than 8 x lo-.' O K  from a fit to the  Clement- 
Quinnell (61 formula  and  less  than 3 X lO-4 O K  from 
a  four  constant  formula.  Each  run, T,  was ten- 
tatively  defined as  the  temperature  at which 
C,. for a  density  near p ,  fell  most abruptly.  The 
final  value of T, was then  chosen  to give the  best 
fit to 

- - - a  Cr - 10% (T7 + b T, - 
R (1) 

over  the  range lo-:' O K  < (T,.- T )  < 10" O K .  The 
adjustment was less  than 3 X 1O-4 O K .  This  value 
of T,  was  also  used  for  analyzing data  taken  during 
the  same  run at densities  far  from p, .  On four 
separate  runs with He4, T, was found t o  be  5.189 
?0.001 O K .  This is considerably below the value 
T,= 5.1994 O K  defined  on  the Tr,, temperature  scale. 
A single  run with He:' also  yielded  a  value  for T,. 
well below the  accepted value. 

Results 

Figure 1 is a  general view of the  specific  heats 
at the  critical  density of He3  and  He4 at low tem- 
peratures [7]. We  have  indicated  the  temperature 
range  covered by these  measurements. In  figure 2 
we have  plotted on both  a  linear  and  logarithmic 
scale  measurements of C, .  of He4 at a  density within 
0.5 percent of the  critical  density. I n  the two 
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phase region  below Tc,  C,. exhibits logarithmic- 
behavior. 

In  the  one  phase region  above T,  two alternatives 
have  been  suggested:  First, C,. P log ( T -   T r )  has 
been  suggested by an  exact  calculation on a t w o  
dimensional  Ising  model [9], by C,. measurements 
on argon [l] and oxygen  [8], and by velocity c ) f  

sound  measurements on  helium  four [lo]. Second. 
C, .  a (T-T, ) -a  for some  small positive CY (such as 
1/5 has  been  suggested by Fisher [ll] on the  basis 
of approximate  calculations on a  three  dimensional 
Ising model and his analysis o f  the  argon  and 
oxygen data.  We do not believe  the  present  data 
permit  one to distinguish  between  these t w o  
alternatives. 

I n  figure 3 similar  plots  are given  for  He3  for a 
density of 0.985pC. Logarithmic  behavior is again 
observed for T < T,. The  data for argon, oxygen 
181, and  both  isotopes of  helium  expressed in the 
dimensionless  form  (1)  are  summarized in table 1. 
We  see  that  the coefficient a decreases from Ar t o  
He4  to  He" in agreement with the  conjecture o f  
Yang  and  Yang [4]. We  note  that  the coefficient 
0.62 for He4 is  very close t o  that  observed  for the. 
specific  heat  along  the  saturated  vapor pressure 
curve  near  the A-point of He4  (0.64) by Buckingham 
and  Fairbank [12] and may have particular sig- 
nificance in explaining the quantum  transition. 

Yang and  Yang (41 have  pointed out that  one may 
write i n  the two  phase  region, 

where mu is the  chemical  potential. They suggest 
that  both (#p/dP) , .  and ( # P / d P ) ,  become  infinite 
at T, for  a  real  gas,  whereas (#p/dP) , ,=O for  the 
two dimensional  Ising  model.  Figure  4  shows 
data on He4  taken  at  the  densities 0.96 p ,  and 
1.07 p c .  T ,  for  these  plots was chosen  from  data  does not approach  zero  as T approaches T,. A 
(not shown)  taken  during  the  same  run  at 0.99 p, .  similar plot with thc  ordinate  heat  capacity/volume 
The two phase region  (lower temperatures) is the rather  than  heat  capacity/mole  indicates  that 
upper  branch of each  curve.  The  difference  be- (&p/dP), .  also  does not approach  zero  as T ap- 
tween  the  upper  branches in this region is  pro-  proaches T,. This is consistent with the  suggestion 
portional  to (#P/dP),.. It is clear  that (#P/dP),. of Yang  and Yang. 
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In the  one  phase region the two curves  on figure 4 
differ drastically.  This  suggests  particular  atten- 
tion  to density  measurements will be  required  to 
determine  behavior  at  the  critical  density. We 
also  note  the  transition  to  the  one  phase  region is 
particularly well marked  in  the  case of p =  1.07 p, .  
This  suggests  specific  heat  measurements  may  be 
a sensitive  method of determining  the  coexistence 
curve. 

We thank Dr. Derek Griffiths,  Dr. R. S. Safrata, 
Dr. C. F. Kellers,  and Dr. M. H. Edwards for  many 
useful  discussions  and Dr.  Derek  Griffiths and Don- 
ald  Moldover  for much  help  in  analyzing  data. We 
thank  Professor C. N. Yang  for  his  suggestions, 
interest  and  advice.  Some of this  data  was  pre- 
sented at the  LT9  Conference  in 1964. 
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The Coexistence Curve of He4 

M. H. Edwards” 
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During  the  years  between 1956 and 1963 I meas- 
ured t h e  density of saturated He” liquid and vapor 
along  the  coexistence  curve  from 0.30 t o  0.99 T,., 
by refractive  index  measurements with a modified 
Jamin  interferometer 11-31. Between 0.95 and 
0.993 Tc, 76 experimental  points  were  taken. 
Advantages of this  method of density  measurement 
near the critical point are 

1. High  resolution of density t o  - 0.01 percent 
is possible. 

2. There  are no dead  space  corrections  to  the 
observed  densities. 

3 .  The  density of a horizontal  “slice” o n l y  1 mm 
deep is measured  and  hydrostatic  head  effects 
were  always  less  than 0.05 percent in density. 

4. I f  temperature  inhomogeneities o f  - 10-4 O K  

appear in the  optical  cell  the  fringes  disappear 
and no results  are  obtained. 

We analyzed  our  data  on  the  coexistence  curve 
between 0.98 and 0.993 T,. by extending  Landau 
and Lifshitz’s theory  using a f i t  to a power  series 
expansion in volume and  temperature [3]. If, 
as is now believed, the critical point is  a  singular 
point,  this whole expansion  procedure is question- 
able,  since  the  coexistence  curve  cannot  in  prin- 
ciple be represented  asymptotically b y  a Taylor 
series in  the  density  about  such a nonanalytic 
point. A reanalysis of this  same  data will  now 
be presented,  without  the  use of a  Taylor  series 
expansion. 

I The coexistence  curve of saturated liquid and 
vapor  densities pl and p!, as  a  function of tempera- 
ture, is symmetrical, not about  the  critical  density, 
but about a  “rectilinear  diameter.”  This  line of 
mean  densities of vapor  and liquid passes  through 
p r ,  the  critical  density,  and  for He4 would extrap- 

Advantages of this  variable  are 

T,for any substance 
(2) there is equal symmetry  using  either  density 

or molar volume  and the effect o f ’  the slope o f  the 
rectilinear  diameter” is entirely  removed,  and 

(1) X ranges  from  1 t o  0 as T ranges  from 0 t o  

1 “ 

(3) i f  we plot X ” ,  where n = - , against T ,  we ( P ‘1 
need not know T,. or p, .  or V,. and i n  fact may de- 
termine T,. l )y  such plots. 

Figure 1 shows how plots of X’ (or beta = 1/2, and 
” X 3  (or p =  V 3 ) ,  appear for  He4  over the whole  range 

of measurements  [l,  2, 31 from 0.3 to 0.99 T,.. 
Clearly, XJ is nearly  linear,  (or p = V 3 ) ,  above  about 
0.8 T, (but not  too near T,., see later), in agreement 
with many  other  measurements for many fluids. 
Note that  the  classical X’ is not linear  over  any 

“extended  range of temperature. 
M. J.  Buckingham  has s h o w n  [4] that  the  simplest 

singular entropy  surface which is consistent with 
a logarithmic infinity  in C, .  at  the  critical  point, 
would imply a coexistence  curve  whose  asymptotic 
form as T-+ T, is given  by 

On leave from Royal Military College Kingston Ontario, Canada. 

olate linearly t o  1.1 p ,  at T=O. The  symmetry of 
the coexistence  curve is obscured  on a p l o t  of sat- 

X* 
1-1nX 
” - at (3) 
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where a is a constant,  and  t = T,- T.  The  quantity 
X2/(1 -In X )  lies  between X’ and X 3  for the whole 
temperature  range. 

The question of the  asymptotic  form of the  co- 
existence  curve of He4 will now be  examined 
using  the 76 experimental  points  listed in table I11 
of reference 3. All these points  were  taken  within 
250 mdeg of 5.1994 O K  (the  critical  temperature of 
He4 on  the 1958 He4 scale of temperatures [SI). 
The  temperature of each  data point was  obtained 
directly  from  the  measured  saturated  vapor  pres- 
sure.  Although  both V,  and VI  were not often 
measured  at  precisely  the  same  temperature,  we 
may  evaluate  an X for  each  experimental  point by 
writing 

For each temperature  at which  either V ,  or Vr was 
measured,  the  quantity (V, + V!),  which  varies  rather 
slowly and  smoothly  with  temperature,  was  read 
by interpolation,  or,  within  50  mdeg of T,, by linear 
extrapolation.  Thus 76 values of X are  obtained 
within  250 mdeg of T,. The added uncertainty 
in X produced by the  uncertainty  in  the  value of 
V,+ Vl falls  from 0.6 percent  at  t = 35.9 mdeg to 
below 0.3 percent  above t = 5 0  mdeg. 

Figure  2  shows  a  graphical  test of the  three 
functional  forms  for  the  coexistence  curve of He4 
for  all  points  within  250  mdeg of 5.1994 O K .  The 
straight l ine drawn  on  the plot of  X’ is a least- 
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